SUPPORTING MATERIALS
.
Gap size and SAXS sensitivity
When using random walks (RW) to model unaligned regions from threading alignments, we considered up to 1,000 walks per step until all missed residues are filled in the template structure. This number of walks appeared sufficient to complete the structure construction for all gaps encountered in our benchmark test.
An import issue to be explored is the sensitivity of the SAXS score to the gap size with structures built by RW. To illustrate this issue, we consider the Lysozyme protein (PDB ID: 6LYZ) as a model. First, from the crystal structure we removed the residues of the N-terminal one by one and then reconstructed the structure by RW in order to mimic threading gaps of several sizes. For each model structure, we calculated its respective SAXS profile and calculated χ against the experimental curve. Similarly, the approach was performed in the gaps opened at the C-terminal. To test the gap effect at the core region of the protein, we took the closest amino acid to the center of the mass (Leu56) as the starting residue, and increased the gap in both sides towards to the N-and C-terminals. Such gap modeling procedure was repeated by a number of times with the average χ values versus the gap size shown in Fig. S3 . As expected, the models by RW become less reliable as the unaligned gaps increase. A similar tendency of χ dependence on gap sizes was observed in both core and tail regions. Overall, our results suggest that models with gap filled by <10 continuous residues are indistinguishable from our coarse-grained simulation. But when the gap size is larger than 10 residues, the RW modeling becomes less reliable than the coarse-grained simulations as demonstrated by the χ values. 
